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TYE DYE ROSE MOTHER'S DAY BOUQUET
Design by: manders1206 (5 Projects)
About me: m om of two ram bunctious little
boys, floral designer by trade, bak er/cak e
designer by desire and crafter at heart

Project skill level: easy
Project time: 30 minutes to 1 hour
Project tags: Home Décor/Accents Mother's

Day Party Decorations/Favors
3 giant tye dye roses w ith leaves in a terracota pot w ith a
Happy Mother's Day tag

CRICUT ®: WHAT WAS USED
Cricut® Lite Celebrate
with Flourish Cartridge

Cricut Expression®
Machine

Cricut® Projects
Cartridge, Giant
Flowers

OTHER MATERIALS NEEDED
bunch of leaves

green pipe cleaners

green floral tape

mulit-colored cardstock

glue

ribbon

wooden skewer

STEP 1
Cut out flowers according to handbook on colored paper as desired, glue and assemble.

STEP 2
Using a sharp tool, poke an angled hole into the base of the flower in 3 places around the base. Add the "leaves" from the flower. Insert
pipe cleaners into holes and bend in half so part is inside the base and part is outside the leaves. Twist each pipe cleaner together, this
will hold the leaves to the flower base and also form the stem for the flower.

STEP 3
Gather the bunch of artificial leaves and however many flowers you have made, arranging the leaves between each flower and outside the
bunch. Cut to desired length and using stretchy floral tape, cover the foliage stems and pipe cleaners. Put in vase or pot and embellish
with bow.

STEP 4
Using the Celebrate with Flourish cartridge, cut out Happy Mother's Day on desired cardstock and assemble with glue. Attach finished
piece to wooden skewer with glue or tape and insert into bouquet.
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